
Textual factualization:  
The phenomenology of assertive reformulation and presupposition 

during a speech event    

Abstract 
This work provides an operational framework to study the unfolding of new factual propositions out 

of originally suspended-factual (Narrog 2009, Tantucci 2015b) statements during a speech event. In 

particular, this model is centered on the dynamic relationship between cognitive control (i.e. Kan et 

al. 2013) and epistemic certainty. A speaker/writer’s epistemic inclination towards the factuality of a 

proposition P occurs throughout a text, either in the form of the assertive reformulation of an 

originally suspended-factual proposition P, or in the form of a presupposition trigger also turning P 

into a new factual statement. I refer to this phenomenon as textual factualization (TF) and I provide 

corpus data from the British National Corpus (BNC) to demonstrate it to be a frequent mechanism 

where an originally suspended-factual proposition [apparently P] is subsequently factualized both in 

written and spoken texts. I argue that TF instantiates as a form of interference/misinformation effect 

(cf. Ecker et al. 2015) as it triggers the qualitative alteration of an event memory by partially 

overwriting an original memory trace: from [apparently P] to [apparently P]. 

Keywords:  assertion; presupposition; evidentiality; factualization; cognitive control;   

  misinformation effect 
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1. Introduction 

 This paper proposes a new theoretical and operational model to investigate the encoding of 

factual propositions out of suspended-factual (cf. Tantucci 2015b) statements throughout a text or 

during a speech-event. Special focus is put on the relationship between cognitive control and 

epistemic certainty (cf. Kan et al. 2013, on cognitive control and Moore et al. 2009 on action’s 

contingency).  

 More specifically, the present analysis looks at quantitative and qualitative corpus-data from 

the BNC to propose that phenomena of ‘conflict monitoring’ and perceptual/informational 

‘cognitive control’ (cf. Norman & Shallice, 1986; Botvinicket al. 2001; Miller & Cohen 2001; 

Schlaghecken & Martini 2012) not only instantiate at the perceptual level (i.e. the inhibitory control 

necessary for overriding stimulus-driven behavioral responses), but also at the epistemic one (i.e. 

the epistemic inclination towards the factuality of a proposition in cases of uncertainty). 

  With this premise, I discuss how the pragmatics of presuppositions (cf. Stalnaker 1974, 1999, 

2002; Cruse 2006; Huang 2007, 2011; Riemer 2010; Fetzer 2011) can trigger factual propositions 

either based on construals of immediate intersubjectivity (I-I) – i.e. profiling the awareness of a 

specific addressee – or extended intersubjectivity (E-I) – i.e. referring to a more general 3rd party 

(3rdP) in society (Tantucci 2013, 2015a, 2015c). In the latter case, presuppositions may prompt new 

factual propositions based on the epistemic assumption of 3rdP as an abstract interlocutor who is 

expected to potentially know or justify the factuality of P in a particular context. These points will 

constitute a theoretical prerequisite to propose that a SP/W 's epistemic inclination towards the 1

factuality of a proposition P can be formally identified throughout a text, either in the overt form of 

an assertive reformulation of an originally suspended-factual P (cf. Narrog 2005: 679; Tantucci 

2015a: 387 on undetermined/suspended factuality), or in the covert form of a presupposition trigger 

also turning P into a new factual meaning. I define this online process as textual factualization (TF) 

and demonstrate it to be surprisingly frequent in contexts where an originally suspended-fatual 

proposition [apparently P] – encoding interpersonal evidentiality (IE) (cf. Tantucci 2013, 2015a) – 

is subsequently turned into a newly factual(-ized) proposition both in written and spoken texts.  

 This phenomenon can be preliminarily illustrated from the real example below: 

 Speaker/writer.1
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John
contingency of action

John
insert 'as' ? (implying 'in the form of')

John
a

John
Why not 'Sp' rather than 'SP'?

John
OK but could be 'the' (if the only one) or possibly zero art + plural



(1)  Still, Rehm declared that Jack Kevorkian, who went to jail for killing terminally ill patients, 

 "was before his time " and that " the country wasn't ready." But it's apparently ready now. 

 The agenda is set. 

COHA   - Giving our final days to God - 2015  2

Consider the last two propositions from (1) above: proposition P [it’s apparently ready now] and 

P’ [The agenda is set]. While the factuality of former is ‘suspended’, as it can be epistemically 

defeased or questioned, the latter corresponds to a purely factual assertion : 3

(1)  a. The country is apparently ready now, though this is yet to be confirmed/yet this is not for 

  sure. 

 b.  The agenda is set, *though this is yet to be confirmed/*yet this is not for sure. 

The online phenomenology of the shift from P to P’ is what in this paper will be addressed as 

textual factualization (TF), namely, the re-positing of an originally suspended-factual proposition P 

in the new form of a factual proposition P’. This is illustrated in the shift from (1a) to (1b) above, as 

the statement [the agenda is set] entails (⊃) that [the country is apparently ready now]. Throughout 

a speech-event, TF instantiates as a type of interference effect (also defined as misinformation 

effect), viz. the qualitative alteration of an event memory (cf. Ayers & Reder 1998; Paz-Alonso & 

Goodman 2008; Frenda et al. 2011; Ecker et al. 2015) by either partially overwriting the original 

memory trace (i.e. Loftus et al. 1978; Belli et al. 1994) or blocking the original memory trace at 

retrieval (Bowers & Bekerian 1984; Loftus 2005). In this study, phenomena of TF will be intended 

to be an instance of the former: from [apparently P] to [apparently P]. 

 This paper is structured as follows: section 2 first briefly introduces the reader to the 

framework of epistemic control cycle ECC and proposes a new intersubjective configuration of the 

ECC model. Section 3 is centered on the notion of textual factualization (TF) and its relationship 

with assertions and presuppositions. Concerning the latter, in 3.1 I discuss the relationship between 

 Corpus of Historical American English (last accessed 16/03/2016) (cf. Davis 2010). 2

 The present study theoretically draws from Narrog’s (2005, 2009) and Tantucci’s (2015, forthcoming) understanding 3

of factuality, intended as the domain of un-modalized expressions. From this perspective, factuality entails certainty: 

The Alps are in Italy, *but maybe this is not true. 
The Alps may be in Italy, but maybe this is not true.  

This is also captured in Capone (2001) where it is posited that if a speaker uses an unqualified utterance (an utterance 
without a modal expression), s/he is committed to its truth, since s/he is obeying the quality maxim.
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the
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or simply 'is'?
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'Intend' sounds odd to me here, but I assume it's the technical philosophical or pragmatic use, + concord slippage. Try 'understood as instances' instead of 'intended to be an instance'? Footnote 3 can't be altered in this way unless 'understanding' becomes 'concept' or 'conceptualisation' and then 'intended' 'understood'. 

John
the

John
capitalise? 



presuppositions and immediate-intersubjective/extended-intersubjective (I-I/E-I) awareness. Section 

4 corresponds to the core of this work and is dedicated to a corpus-based study on the relationship 

between evidential reasoning and online phenomena of TF. More specifically, in 4.1 I first show the 

suspended-factual status of indirect evidentials (cf. Willett 1988; Aikhenvald 2004; Tantucci 2013). 

This brief discussion serves as a theoretical prerequisite to the final analysis in sections 4.2 and 4.3 

which provides the results of a corpus survey focusing on phenomena such as the one exemplified 

in (1a-b), viz. cases of TF of a proposition P’ occurring in a same text where an originally 

suspended-factual evidential proposition [apparently P] first appeared.         

2. The (intersubjective) epistemic control cycle (I)ECC  

 In cognitive science, cognitive control (also known as executive functions or supervisory 

attentional system) stands for a range a of cognitive mechanisms – including attentional control, 

inhibitory control, working memory, and cognitive flexibility, as well as reasoning, problem solving 

and planning selecting – aimed at monitoring behaviors that facilitate the attainment of chosen goals 

(i.e. Diamond 2013; Kan et al. 2015). 

 In Cognitive linguistics, Langacker (2008, 2009) adopts the notion of control cycle to refer to 

an embodied dynamic process unfolding at various levels: physical, perceptual, mental or social. 

For example, in the physical domain feeling hungry and noticing an apple may form a state of 

tension, which can be resolved by grabbing it and eating it. Most crucially, the control cycle also 

occurs at the epistemic level: we learn and acquire new ideas and information, assess them for their 

possible validity before we resolve this tension of uncertainty by either believing them to be true or 

false. Simply put, the tension of uncertainty between a subject and the information s/he takes into 

account is generally to be resolved in some way. S/he is generally inclined to decide whether to 

believe that a proposition P is true or false so that s/he can ‘exert epistemic control’ over that 

particular piece of knowledge. On a subjective level, the epistemic control cycle (ECC) model is 

compatible with most influential studies in cognitive psychology concerning ‘conflict monitoring 

theory’ and perceptual/informational ‘cognitive control’ (cf. Norman & Shallice, 1986; Botvinicket 

al. 2001; Miller & Cohen 2001; Schlaghecken & Martini 2012). Yet, what has Langacker not 

problematized is the most likely intersection between the ECC and construals of intersubjectivity. 

Despite the variety of approaches in the recent literature, intersubjectivity is generally intended as 

the awareness of feelings and epistemic standpoints of other individuals (generally interlocutors) 

which may differ from our own during a speech event (cf. Nuyts 2001, 2012; Verhagen 2005; 
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'corresponds to' could be simply 'is'
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'is dedicated to' simply 'presents' ?
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I prefer 'online TF phenomena' 
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Reads oddly, but I see exactly what you mean. I think its the co-presence of factual and evidential that creates the difficulty, but also 'originally'. 



Traugott 2010, 2012; Tantucci 2013; see also Premack and Woodruff 1978; Goldman 2006; Nichols 

& Stich, 2003; Tomasello 2009 on the more general notion of theory of mind and mindreading in 

cognitive psychology).  

 With this in mind, if we transpose the ECC onto the intersubjective domain, we will then have 

the embodied schema of an agent A exerting a form of control over a target T also taking into 

account a beneficiary (either singular or plural) B. In this perspective, A will act over a target T in 

order to provide a new entity to a shared dominion D. In this sense, the new acquisition made by A 

is determined by the intersubjective awareness of him/herself plus the other persona B. Drawing on 

Langacker’s model of the subjective construing of the control cycle, I schematically provide below 

the same process of acquisition with the new addition of a symbolic beneficiary B: 

 

Figure 1. 

The intersubjective control cycle (ICC)  

Figure 1 represents the four phases of the CC when it is construed intersubjectively: respectively 

baseline, potential, action and result. This work will be centered on the shift from action to result, as 

the incorporation of T does not simply involve one single actor A and his/her own dominion, but 

also a beneficiary B who is expected to share control over the new entity incorporated by A .  4
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 This physical process occurs very frequently in people’s life. Imagine for instance a mother seeing a cake exposed in a 4

bakery shop, buying it and then enjoying it together with her children. 
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 During a speech event, A and B are to be intended  respectively as a speaker/writer SP/W and 

an addressee/reader AD/R, the target T corresponds to a proposition P, while D then corresponds to 

their shared epistemic dominion, viz. their common ground CG (i.e. Clark & Brennan 1991; 

Koschmann 2003). In fact, other than being always restricted to our subjective set of beliefs, an 

epistemic process of factualization (cf. Tantucci 2015b) can also occur intersubjectively – viz. for 

the benefit of an addressee – along what I define here as the intersubjective epistemic control cycle 

(IECC). In this case, the progressive or abrupt acquisition of a new factual proposition P is not 

autonomous (as for the ECC), but rather overtly or covertly prompted by a SP/W in the direction of 

an AD/R. Crucially, the shift from the ‘action’ to the ‘result’ stage pragmatically maps the 

instantiation of a constative speech act during a speech event: 

 

 Figure 2. 

The intersubjective epistemic control cycle (IECC)  

3. Overt and covert functions of textual factualization (TF) 

 During a speech-event a new proposition P can be encoded as a new factual element 

becoming part of the interlocutors’ shared knowledge. From a conceptual point of view, this 

phenomenon can be intuitively defined as textual factualization (TF). Phenomena of textual 

CG CG
P

CG
P

CG
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Baseline Potential

Action Result

SP/W

SP/W

AD/R

SP/W

AD/R

AD/R

SP/W

AD/R
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factualization, as we shall see, can be encoded overtly or covertly. The former mostly occurs when a 

SP/W communicates assertively a proposition to an AD/R: 

(2) I have to tell you, there's not much left over. 

BNC H46 1068 

Example (2) is quite straightforward and intuitive: a new proposition P is communicated assertively 

by SP/W to AD/R. On a more conceptual level, a new piece of information is cooperatively added 

to the common ground that includes all knowledge shared by SP/W and AD/R. Assertions made 

during a speech-event continuously establish dynamic relations between the interlocutors and all 

knowledge they both accept to be factual, as they contribute to the online creation of the common 

ground (cf. Kecskes & Zhang 2009, 2013). A proposition is posited as a fact every time a SP/W 

does not overtly mark a proposition modally or evidentially, as in both cases s/he would specifically 

encode a lack of personal commitment towards P (cf. Faller 2002; Narrog 2005, 2009; Tantucci in 

press). An assertive speech act is then by definition a form of overt textual factualization (TF) 

where SP/W adds a piece of new information P to the common ground s/he shares with AD/R (cf. 

Searle 1969,; Strawson 1973; Sbisà 2009; Jary 2010 on assertivity). In this sense, I treat assertions 

as ‘co-act proposals' (Reich 2012). That is, rather than neutrally providing information, SP/W 

communicates a piece of information to AD/R with the aim of affecting AD/R’s belief system in 

accordance with his/her own one.  

 Along an ideal IECC, assertions correspond to the so-called ‘action’ stage where a new 

proposition is factual(-ized) with respect to SP/W and AD/R's common ground CG. This is 

exemplified in the diagram below:  

 

Figure 3. 

Assertion along the IECC  

CG

Action

P
CG

Result

P

SP/W

AD/R

SP/W

AD/R
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While the diagram above accounts for overt kinds of TF, the latter often occur textually also in a 

more covert fashion, through presupposition (>>).  A presupposition is an implicit assumption about 

the world or background belief relating to an utterance whose truth is taken for granted in discourse 

(Stalnaker 1974, 1999, 2002). More importantly, a presupposition corresponds to a proposition the 

factuality of which is taken for granted by the producer of an utterance and which must be known 

and taken account of for the utterance to make sense to an interpreter (cf. Cruse 2006: 138; Fetzer 

2011: 32). Consider the example below: 

   

(3) It was/wasn’t the porter who called a taxi for John.

>>  (I know you know that) someone called a taxi for John.5

(Huang 2011: 402-403)

In the case above, SP/W does not simply make a negative assertion P, but also presupposes a 

proposition Q which is expected to be already known by AD/R (cf. Atlas & Levinson 1981 on it-

clefts and presupposition). In other words, every assertion that includes a presupposition always 

conveys a piece of new information P [It was/wasn’t the porter who called a taxi for John] , 6

together with a piece of old information Q [Someone called a taxi for John].  

 Presuppositions can be identified constructionally, as they are formally encoded through 

presupposition triggers (cf. Stalnaker 1974, 1999, 2002; Delogu 2009; Huang 2011; Fetzer 2011). 

The latter correspond to a set of constructional instantiations of a presupposed element Q: i.e. they 

can occur in the form of temporal clauses, cleft sentences, counterfactual conditionals and other 

constructions. In (3) above the presupposition is pragmatically triggered by the pronoun who which 

functions as the head of the cleft-sentence construction [who called a taxi for John]. 

Presuppositions correspond to the formal instantiation of a pragmatic strategy, and for this reason, 

they crucially differ from entailments (⊃), which are based on semantic and logical relations. 

Similarly, presuppositions also need to be distinguished from conversational implicatures (⇒), as 

the latter regard some aspects of what is meant in an utterance without being formally part of what 

is said (i.e. Levinson 2000; Horn 2006: 36-39; Cruise 2006: 37). For the moment, we will be more 

 “>>” is an operator expressing it is presupposed that.  5

 As this paper will be focused on the semantic-pragmatic relationship between propositions, for the readers’ clarity, I 6

will enclose them within square brackets. 
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interested in the pragmatics of presuppositions and their relationship with intersubjectivity. 

Nonetheless, entailments and implicatures will also constitute an important part of the case study in 

section 4.    

3.1 Immediate and extended construing of presuppositions 

One fundamental point that needs to be remembered for the purposes of the following analysis, is 

that a presupposed piece of old information Q can be construed and referred to in various ways. It 

can be anaphoric – viz. referring back textually to a proposition already introduced throughout the 

discourse – or it can refer more broadly to the common ground (cf. Clark & Brennan 1991; 

Koschmann 2003), elsewhere also defined as mutual knowledge (cf. Clark & Carlson 1981; Clark 

& Marshall 1981).  

 The common ground indicates aspects of knowledge that SP/W and AD/R would assume to 

be shared and, therefore, do not need to be spelt out. It “includes what can be perceived in the 

immediate context, together with knowledge of the language, general world knowledge, shared 

attitudes, and so on” (cf. Cruse 2006: 28). In most cases, example (3) in section 3 can be intended as 

an instance of anaphoric presupposition, as SP/W refers to Q as a textual element of a specific on-

going conversation. On the other hand, "not only linguistic context interacts with 

presuppositions” (Piwek & Krahmer 2000: 85) as people often deal with occurrences where a 

presupposed proposition Q has not been necessarily expressed textually throughout the speech-

event, but more broadly refers SP/W and AD/R’s mutual knowledge as such. See the following 

spoken example from the British National Corpus (BNC): 

(4) A: The gloves are good. 

 B: Yeah? 

>> (I know you know that) there is a pair of gloves I am using.

BNC KCL 1552 

In (4) above, the definite article the functions as a presupposition trigger, as it anaphorically refers 

to an element of the discourse which is assumed to be known both by SP/W and AD/R: There is a 

pair of gloves you know I am using (cf. Van der Sandt 1992; Geurts 1999 on the correspondence of 

anaphoras and presuppositions; see also Von Heusinger 2013 on definiteness). However, different 

from (3), in this latter case the presupposition Q is not anaphorically attached to a (close) textual 
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element of the discourse. In other words, the gloves are here mentioned the first time during the 

speech-event. The employment of the definite article the is due to a SP/W’s reference to a piece of 

knowledge s/he shares with AD/R. It follows that, to various degrees, presuppositions referring to 

the common ground are the result of a SP/W’s epistemic assumption regarding AD/R’s knowledge. 

As this is a most crucial aspect of presuppositions and their pragmatic employment, it is important 

to stress that:  

Presuppositions are not only textual, but can also involve embedded assumptions.   

Most interestingly, assumptions concerning the speech participants’ common ground can be very 

straightforward and self-evident – as in the case of (4) above – but can also be the result of more 

abstract and inferential generalizations about AD/R’s knowledge. Consider the spoken monologue 

below form the BNC where SP/W presupposes a proposition Q for the first time in a text: 

(5) […] and we have finally got erm to the stage in Chinese history  where  Mao Tse-tung's 

 role becomes crucially important. 

>> (I know you know that) there is a stage in Chinese history where Mao Tse-tung's role 

becomes crucially important.

 F8R 188 

Concerning the utterance in (5) above, there is a first question that needs to be asked: does the 

professor lecturing about Chinese history know for sure that all his/her student are aware of a 

particular stage in history where Mao Tse-tung's role becomes crucially important? Evidently, the 

answer is no, s/he does not know that with certainty. S/he rather apparently assumes that all the 

students in the class – or at least most of them – already have some cultural and historical 

background about the Cultural Revolution and Mao Ze Dong ’s important role in Chinese history. 7

There is then a second question that naturally arises: as the professor presumably does not know 

most of his/her students, how can s/he delimitate the boundaries of the common ground including 

his/herself and his/her students’ knowledge? To put it differently, how can s/he assume what and 

how much the students already knew before his/her lecture? 

 Transcribed in Mandarin pinyin. 7
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 To answer this question, I adopt a theoretical and methodological framework proposed in 

Tantucci (2013, 2015c) tackling the gradient relationship between immediate (I-I) and extended 

intersubjectivity (E-I). The former (I-I) needs to be intended as the intersubjective dimension where 

a SP/W profiles his/her awareness of a specific AD/R, generally present during the here-and-now of 

the discourse. The latter (E-I) has to do with a more extended construal of intersubjective 

awareness, taking into account a general 3rd party (3rdP) who can be either singular or plural, 

specific or general. 3rdP is assumed as an external interlocutor who could potentially join the on-

going speech event and who is expected to confirm SP/W’s epistemic or emotional stance towards 

P.   

 To explain, in the case of (5) above, the professor’s apparent assumption about the student’s 

knowledge is the result of an E-I form of awareness whereby 3rdP becomes a crucial element of the 

utterance. The proposition [The stage in Chinese history where Mao Tse-tung's role becomes 

crucially important] is in fact a piece of knowledge that 3rdP is assumed to be aware of and which 

s/he could potentially confirm (cf. Abbott 2000 about information status of presuppositional 

triggers). 3rdP can be constituted by all those people who actually discussed about that stage in 

Chinese history and the ones who – in one way or another – came to know about it.  

 As Stalnaker crucially remarks, “what is most distinctive about this propositional attitude is 

that it is a social or public attitude: one presupposes that [Q] only if one presupposes that others 

presuppose it as well” (Stalnaker 2002: 701). For this reason, I define the utterance in (5) as a form 

of extended-intersubjective (E-I) presupposition, which can be distinguished – along a conceptual 

continuum – from more AD/R’s oriented immediate-intersubjective (I-I) presuppositions (the latter 

are more prototypically exemplified in examples 3 and 4). The expected accommodation of SP/W’s 

presupposition is also confirmed by that fact that “conversation entails low levels of justification 

about what speakers ought to share, [making it] possible for an assertion to sound appropriate even 

if there is no specific relevant element in the propositional context to satisfy that specific statement” 

(cf. Domaneschi 2011: 3828). 

  Crucially, not necessarily does SP/W presume to know that AD/R knows what s/he is 

presupposing (cf. Simons et al. 2010; Tonhauser 2012 on the notion of at-issueness). In (5) and in 

similar cases of informative presuppositions (Karttunnen 1974), SP/W rather adopts an extended-

intersubjective (E-I) stance whereby it is a general 3rdP who is rather assumed to be aware of what 

SP/W is presupposing. As a result, the at-issueness of what SP/W is communicating is inherently 

based on an E-I type of cognitive construal. It is precisely this assumed social meaning what allows 

SP/W to posit a new piece of information in the form of a presupposition. Concerning this point, 
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Allan (2013: 305) also emphasizes that "the notion of common ground necessitates a community 

[…] that observes social norms such as that [S/PW] and [AD/R] are mutually aware that, normally, 

their interlocutor is an intelligent and aware being”. 

 In fact, as E-I presuppositions are based on knowledge shared with an assumed 3rdP, they can 

thus be made in presence of people completely unknown to SP/W. On the other hand, I-I 

presuppositions are comparatively more AD/R specific and refer to pieces of knowledge which 

directly regard SP/W and AD/R’s common ground. Additionally, we equally need to bear in mind 

that all E-I presuppositions are first based on SP/W’s assumption of what 3rdP know(s), and only in 

a second stage, co-operatively encoded as part of AD/R’s knowledge structure. In this sense, on AD/

R's behalf to “accept a proposition is to treat it as true for some reason. One ignores, at least 

temporarily, and perhaps in a limited context, the possibility that is false. Belief is the most basic 

acceptance concept.” (Stalnaker 2002: 716). 

3.2  On the phenomenology of E-I presuppositions 

 In figure 4 below I provide a representation of the conceptual and pragmatic phenomenology 

of E-I presuppositions:    

 

Figure 4. 

E-I presuppositions along the IECC  8

In the action stage above – the one where an assertive speech act occurs – SP/W textually adds a 

piece of new information P to the common ground (CG) s/he shares with AD/R: [we have finally 

got to the stage in Chinese history where Mao Tse-tung's role becomes crucially important]. In 

addition to that, s/he attaches to P a proposition Q, pragmatically encoded as old information: [there 

CG

Action

3P

Q

P
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Result

3P

Q
P

SP/W

AD/R

SP/W

AD/R

 For reasons of space and readability , 3rdP is labeled as 3P in the figure.8
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is a stage in Chinese history where Mao Tse-tung's role becomes crucially important]. As I 

emphasized, Q in (4) is neither anaphoric of a previous element in the discourse, nor it corresponds 

to a information being part of SP/W and AD/R’s CG. Rather, Q in this case is the result of what SP/

W assumes about 3rdP’s knowledge and thus it can be plausibly presented as a piece of old 

information to AD/R. This is clear in the action stage from figure 4 above, where Q is not part of the 

CG yet, but rather externally connected to 3rdP .     9

 From the diagram, we can observe an overt form of TF, which corresponds to the acquisition 

of P as a new piece of information, added in the form of an assertion to CG. In addition to that, we 

can also observe a covert form of TF, which regards the abrupt textual identification of Q as a piece 

of old information also becoming part of CG. This second phenomenon is conceptually and 

pragmatically sudden and subtle, as what is in profile in SP/W’s utterance, is a piece of new 

information P, while Q is encoded as a proposition the factuality of which is so obvious, it does not 

need to be spelled out assertively. On both a conceptual and pragmatic level, the effect of E-I 

presuppositions is always the textual addition of two propositions to CG: P (asserted) and Q 

(presupposed). As we will see in sections 4.2 and 4.3, E-I presuppositions are often employed with 

the effect of turning a suspended-factual piece of information into a new factual proposition 

throughout a text.   

  

4. Textual Factualization (TF): A qualitative and quantitative analysis  

In the next sections I analyze corpus data regarding intersubjective phenomena of overt and covert 

textual factualization (TF). More specifically, I look at instances in which a proposition P is first 

introduced in a discourse as an interpersonal evidential (IE) construction [apparently, P]. IE 

constructions such as [apparently, P] mark P as a piece of knowledge SP/W shares with a general 

3rdP in society (cf. Tantucci 2013). What will emerge from this survey will be that the latter is often 

turned into a factual proposition throughout a text. Simply put, what is first introduced in a text as a 

suspended-factual proposition P, is often subsequently turned into a new factual proposition Q (or 

Q’).  

 One fundamental precondition for this analysis, is the assumption that IE, and indirect 

evidential constructions in general, do not mark a proposition P as a factual statement, but rather 

 Represented as 3P in the diagram.9
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convey suspended-factuality (cf. Tantucci 2015b for a detailed account of factual gradience) or 

undetermined factuality (Narrog 2005, 2009). I briefly illustrate this point in the next subsection. 

4.1 On the relationship between factuality and indirect evidentials 

As is known, evidentiality is defined as the scope referring to the source of information of a 

statement (i.e. Chafe & Nichols 1986; Willett 1988; Aikhenvald 2004) or more broadly as acquired 

knowledge (Tantucci 2013) or mode of knowing (Cornillie 2009). Traditionally, evidentiality is 

described in the literature as a dual domain. Direct evidentials mark the SP/W's direct experiencing 

of the fact described, and they can be semantically paraphrased as I saw that P. Conversely, indirect 

evidentials generally indicate a source of information other than a SP/W's direct involvement in the 

event: this often corresponds to second or third-hand information, to an inference from some visible 

or approachable results or, more generally to a form of shared knowledge and can be roughly 

paraphrased as from what I heard/apparently, P.  

 Narrog (2009) points out that factuality may come into play in the distinction between direct 

and indirect evidentiality. Consider the three statements below:    

  

(6) Apparently, the pilot sped up, but we landed earlier then expected. 

(7) Scientists are allegedly the most logical of human beings. 

(8) Elvis has left the building, I've seen it.  

(Narrog 2009: 10) 

In Narrog’s view, apparently in (6) and allegedy in (7), are adverbials of indirect evidentiality as 

they relativise their factuality in relation to some external evidence. More specifically, they are 

interpersonal evidentials (IE), viz. markers of ‘shared knowledge’ (Tantucci 2013). In contrast, the 

direct evidential strategy I've seen it in (8) does not affect the factual status of the proposition. 

Simply put, Narrog intends direct evidentiality as a factually marked proposition, whereas the 

factuality of indirect evidentials remains undetermined (cf. Tantucci in press for a more specific 

discussion of this issue). Below I provide a test to show the suspended-factual character of indirect 

evidentials: 
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(9) A:  Apparently, the pilot sped up.    

 B:  Is that true? 

 A’?:  Yes. 

 A’’:  I don't know, apparently.  

(10) A:  Scientists are allegedly the most logical of human beings. 

 B:  Is that true? 

 A’?:  Yes. 

 A’’:  I don't know, allegedly (they are). 

(11) A:  Elvis has left the building, I've seen it. 

 B:  Is that true? 

 A’:  Yes. 

 A’’*:  I don't know, I've seen it.  

On a semantic-pragmatic level, both (9) and (10) are not logically consistent as, once s/he is SP/W 

questioned about the factuality of P, s/he then replies affirmatively with a yes. That is due to the 

entailed ‘undetermined’ or suspended-factuality of any form indirect evidential stance: indirect 

evidential constructions do not strictly mark a proposition as a fact, but rather as a statement that 

may be ‘potentially confirmed’ (cf. Faller 2002 on presentativity). Conversely, to reply with I don't 

know – hence literally suspending the factuality of P – would be pragmatically consistent as it 

would confirm SP/W’s original lack of personal commitment towards P. Quite differently, the direct 

evidential stance adopted in (11) allows – or rather compels – SP/W to reply assertively with a yes. 

In fact, on A’s behalf, to answer with I don't know – hence suspending the factuality of P – after the 

direct evidential I’ve seen it, would here sound logically inconsistent. 

 To conclude, what comes to light after these points, is that indirect evidentials IE 

constructions do not mark events as factual, as they entail suspended-factuality. They are employed 

to present a piece of information to AD/H without any subjective commitment to the factuality of P. 

4.2 Textual factualization (TF): A method of enquiry 
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Before discussing the results of the present corpus-survey, it is first necessary to operationalise the 

present approach to TF on an empirical level so that we can rely on a formal framework of analysis. 

This can be done by clarifying three points:  

a.  What kind of TF propositions are of interest in the present study? 

b.  How can they be formally identified throughout a text? 

c.  What type of suspended-factual propositions P will be analysed in this survey? 

To answer question (a), I focus on TF propositions instantiating either in the form of an assertive 

reformulation P’ from a previous suspended-factual proposition P or the presupposition Q referring 

back to a suspended-factual proposition P. In other words, I am interested in TF when it occurs 

overtly in the form of a new assertion P’, or covertly, in the form of a presupposition Q. As can be 

imagined, from a methodological point of view, it is necessary to start from a suspended-factual 

presupposition type P and then look at subsequent phenomena of TF (when they occur) in the form 

of a new assertion P’ or a presupposition Q throughout a text.  

 On a formal level – and here I answer question (b) – assertive (or overt) TF is easy to identify, 

as it allows SP/W to re-posit a suspended-factual proposition P in the form of a new assertion P’. 

See example (12) from the BNC: 

(12) September was nine hundred and seventy six. […] So it appears that it's increased. […] 

 The original old ones, we're still on those, but it's still going up again. 

   

BNC JTC 919 

P:  it appears that it's increased. 

P’:  it's still going up again. 

Q: it's increased. 

According to Grice’s maxims of manner and quantity (1976) SP/W is expected to avoid 

unnecessary prolixity (wordiness, repetition of the same ideas) and not to make a contribution more 

informative than required . Not surprisingly, it is very rare to find the same proposition repeated 10

 Important to realize that, as emphasized by Grice, a violation of the maxim may occur with the aim of generating 10

implicatures.
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twice in a text (first posited as suspended-factual P, and immediately after newly worded as factual 

P’). From this it follows that when we encounter an instance of assertive (or overt) TF, the textual 

relationship between P and P’ is generally based on entailment:   

(13) P’ ⊃ Q = (TF)P.  

To spell this out, a new proposition P’ semantically entails Q which corresponds to a TF (textually 

factualized) version of the originally suspended-factual proposition P. This in fact correlates with 

the textual phenomenology of (12), as the new factual proposition P’ [it's still going up again] 

semantically entails (⊃) that the originally suspended-factual proposition P [it appears that it's 

increased] is now turned into a factual proposition Q [it's increased] which now has become part of 

SP/W and AD/R’s common ground. In this sense, the reason why the relationship between Q and P 

is expressed as Q = (TF)P is namely because the entailed proposition Q is semantically equal (=) to 

a TF version of the original P . The ultimate effect of this whole process is then the textual 11

reconfiguration of a suspended-factual proposition P [it appears that it's increased] into a 

factualized proposition Q = (TF)P [it's increased].  

 As I emphasize above, SP/W predictably is not to use the same wording of P when s/he adopts 

a new assertive stance in P’. Yet, what comes to light in (12) is that P’ now entails a new 

‘factualized’ understanding Q of the original proposition P. This is easily verified, as the logical 

conjunction (∧) between P’ [it's still going up again] and -Q [it is not increased] would lead (⊢) to  

contradiction or inconsistency (⊥): 

(14) a. P’ ∧ -Q ⊢⊥ 

  *[it’s still going up again] and [it is not increased] 

 A similar configuration of assertive (or overt) TF is based on implicature (⇒), whereby P’ 

conveys Q as a result of a pragmatic strategy (like presuppositions they are pragmatically  

defeasible) rather than being based on a logical relationship. See the example below from the BNC: 

 As the here provided are all real examples, the semantic (and textually determined) equivalence between P’ and Q 11

may not be absolute on a logical level (it is almost impossible in most real speech events). In fact, the present account is 
aimed at capturing a conceptual tendency towards factuality, which cannot be assimilated to the idea of absolute logic 
equivalence.
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(15) […] as it seems to observers, such evangelicals also seem to be disproportionately  

 successful in worldly pursuits […] many of them are highly successful careerists in  

 professional and business life. 

P:  such evangelicals seem to be successful in worldly pursuits 

P’:  many of them are successful careerists in professional and business life 

Q: such evangelicals are successful in worldly pursuits 

The parenthetical as it seems and similar pragmatic strategies, such as [seems to be P] are often 

employed as a marker of interpersonal evidentiality (IE), as they construe a form of shared 

knowledge linking SP/W with an assumed 3rdP also aware of a proposition P (cf. Tantucci 2013, 

2015c; see also Norrick 2000 on the gradient relationship between re-telling and shared knowledge 

within a community). However, it is shown in section 4.1 that IE and other indirect evidentials 

entail suspended-factuality, as they do not encode SP/W’s subjective commitment towards the 

factuality of P. For this reason, we need to bear in mind that the IE proposition P [such evangelicals 

seem to be successful in worldly pursuits] in (15) above is to be considered suspended-factual.  

 Slightly different from (12), in the case of (15) above, the TF relationship between the newly 

asserted P’ and Q is not established logically through entailment (P’ ⊃ Q), but rather pragmatically 

through conversational implicature (P’ ⇒  Q). More specifically, the factual assertion P’ [many of 

them are successful careerists in professional and business life] refers back to the IE proposition P 

[such evangelicals seem to be successful in worldly pursuits]. The former pragmatically implies 

(⇒) Q [such evangelicals are successful in worldly pursuits] now representing the TF version of the 

original P. This second form of overt TF is expressed in the formula below: 

(16) P’ ⇒ Q = (TF)P. 

  

As can be noticed, as a form of overt TF, the configuration of (16) is the same as (13), save for the 

operator linking P’ to Q, which in the present case indicates a pragmatic relationship based on 

implicature (⇒), rather than a logical one based on entailment (⊃) (cf. Horn 2003; Huang 2007 for 

a comprehensive account on implicature and entailment).  Even here, the axiom in (16) is justified 

by the fact that the logical conjunction (∧) between P’ [many [evangelicals] are successful 
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careerists in professional and business life] and -Q [such evangelicals are not successful in worldly 

pursuits] would lead (⊢) to contradiction or inconsistency (⊥): 

(16) a.  P’ ∧ -Q ⊢⊥ 

  * [many [evangelicals] are successful careerists in professional and business life] and 

  [such evangelicals are not successful in worldly pursuits]. 

There is a second form of occurrence I take into account in the following survey, namely what I 

define as covert (or presuppositional) TF, always occurring in the form of a presupposition 

assuming Q. In this case, we can formally identify an instance of covert (or presuppositional) TF 

when Q is encoded constructionally through presupposition triggers. See below: 

(17) […] the embassy to the continents across the Great Sea has, as it seems, your   

 approval.’ […] ‘You don't think you might have consulted me before you suggested it? 

BNC G17 747 

P: the Great Sea has, as it seems, your approval. 

P’ : you don't think you might have consulted me before you suggested it? 

Q: you suggested it. 

Q’: the Great Sea has your approval. 

From (17) above we can observe that IE proposition P [the Great Sea has, as it seems, your 

approval] is originally suspended-factual, as the factuality of P could be defeased by SP/W (i.e. P, 

yet, I still don't know if this is true). Nonetheless, subsequently, SP/W utters a new proposition 

P’ [you don't think you might have consulted me before you suggested it?] which includes a 

temporal clause functioning as a presupposition trigger [before you suggested it]. The latter formally 

presupposes a factual proposition Q [you suggested it] which semantically entails Q’ [the Great Sea 

has your approval] (cf. Capone 2013 on the relationship between presuppositions and propositional 

attitudes). The phenomenology of covert or presuppositional TF can be expressed with the 

following formula: 

(18) P’ >> Q ⊃ Q’ = (TF)P. 
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To explain, the expression above reads that a new proposition P’ formally presupposes (>>) a 

second proposition Q. The latter semantically entails (⊃) Q’, the meaning of which is equal (=) to 

the TF version of the originally suspended-factual proposition P . The ultimate effects of covert TF 12

are then that an originally suspended-factual proposition P [the Great Sea has, as it seems, your 

approval] is textually turned into a factualized proposition Q’ = (TF)P [the Great Sea has our 

approval]. Finally, similar to what I show for overt TF, even in the case of covert TF, the 

relationship between Q and (TF)P can be obtained either through entailment (⊃) or conversational 

implicature (⇒). In the latter case, the phenomenology of covert TF needs to be posited as follows: 

(19) P’ >> Q ⇒ Q’ = (TF)P. 

It is time now to answer the third question (c) at the beginning of this section: what type of 

suspended-factual propositions P will be analysed in this survey? As it will be already clear from 

the examples of overt (12-15) and covert (17) TF provided above, this case-study is centered on IE 

and indirect evidentials, the factuality of which is always suspended. Based on that, I present a 

corpus-based study of overt and covert TF phenomena occurring after a suspended-factual P, 

marked by the IE construction apparently.  

4.3  The TF of apparently: a quantitative description   

In the present section I discuss the results of a corpus-based study of overt and covert phenomena of 

TF deploying the BNC. To do this, I start from the occurrences of a suspended-factual proposition P, 

marked by the interpersonal evidential (IE) adverbial apparently. To point out, apart from meanings 

referring to physical manifestness to the sight, all the usages of adverbials such as apparently or as 

it appears have the same functions of grammaticalized IE or mediative constructions which can 

alternatively express inferential or hearsay evidentiality (cf. Lazard 1999, 2001; Tantucci 2013). 

 It may be argued that the relationship between Q and Q’ here is based on implicature rather than entailment. While 12

this depends on the criteria according to which textual entailment may be defined (this is not a priority in this paper), 
this does not constitute a problem for the present analysis, as covert TF may occur either as the result of entailment or 
implicatures. In fact, depending on the criteria that different scholars may adopt, some cases of TF may be said to be 
triggered by implicatures, others by presupposition and so forth (i.e. see Simons 2013 on conversational implicatures 
often generated through presuppositional strategies). That being said, however the the underlying typology of TF-types 
may be defined, this will not affect the focus nor the quantitative results of this work.
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 The analysis includes two surveys: one is based on the written register, the other on spoken 

data. The aim of this study is to find some empirical confirmation of SP/W's frequent inclination 

towards factuality throughout a text or an ongoing discourse. Crucially, if a proposition P is first 

introduced in a text as a suspended-factual (marked by apparently), it should be logically 

inconsistent to have it subsequently reformulated as a new factual proposition. In other words, on a 

logical level, it should be predicted that every IE proposition P remains suspended-factual until the 

end of the text. On the other hand, one of the assumptions of this work is that human mind is 

naturally inclined to exert epistemic control towards a new proposition P (i.e. Langacker 2008, 

2009; Kan et. al 2013; Tantucci 2015b).  That is, a conceptualiser is more inclined to determine (or 

presuppose) whether P is ultimately true or not, rather than keeping its factuality uncertain.  

 It is not farfetched to suggest that this phenomenon instantiates epistemically as a form of 

‘conflict monitoring’ and perceptual/informational ‘cognitive control’ (i.e. Schlaghecken & Martini 

2012; see also Kan et al., 2013). This sort of latent epistemic tension determines, on a large scale, 

diachronic phenomena of semasiological factualization (cf. Tantucci 2015c). The following analysis 

moves one step further, as it shows that online phenomena of textual factualization (TF) can also be 

observed operationally during an on-going speech event. Instances of TF re-configuration are likely 

to affect the interlocutors' working memory with interference/misinformation effects, viz. 

qualitative alterations of an event memory (cf. Ayers & Reder 1998; Paz-Alonso & Goodman 2008; 

Frenda et al. 2011; Ecker et al. 2015), as they partially overwrite an original memory trace.  

 In table 1 below, I give some evidence about the latter in written and spoken BE from the 

BNC: 

Table 1. 

TF in written and monological spoken BE from the BNC 

Table 1 classifies 400 occurrences of apparently from the BNC where a new proposition P is 

marked as suspended-factual. Under the label Written BE and Spoken BE are respectively 200 

Suspended-factuals TF No-reference Not-IE/
unclear

Overt Covert

Written BE 48 28 22 108 4

Spoken BE 40 40 47 67 14
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tokens corresponding to a random sample from each genre of the BNC. A sample of 100 tokens is 

normally considered representative for the quantitative description of a specific token in a corpus 

(cf. Hoffman et al. 2008: 54; Nelson et al. 2002: 77 on corpus sampling and representativity). 

Nonetheless, as the present study is focused on the dynamic unfolding of TF throughout a text, a 

larger sampling data set has been opted for (200 random cases have been qualitatively annotated in 

both the written and the spoken section of the BNC).  

 The columns in table 1 correspond to four categories: Suspended factuals (SF), TF, No-

reference and Not-IE/unclear. The column Suspended-factuals shows all the cases where a new IE 

proposition P, marked by apparently, maintained its original suspended-factual meaning throughout 

the text, and thus was not textually factualized. Conversely, the column TF indicates all the texts 

where an original suspended-factual P, marked by apparently, was turned subsequently into either 

an overt or a covert TF proposition. The third column is named No-reference and indicates all the 

texts where a new proposition P, marked by apparently, was no longer discussed or referred to 

throughout the text. In this case, a distance of 20 sentences – formally ending with a full stop – was 

used as a standard measure of judgment. Finally, the last column shows cases where apparently 

either did not convey an IE meaning (as in the case of physical appearance, i.e. He was looking in 

her direction, apparently ignoring Bessie, BNC EA5 1703) or was uttered in spoken contexts where 

the recording was unclear. The results of this survey can be visualized in Figure 5 below: 

 

Figure 5. 

TF in written and monological spoken BE from the BNC 
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In the graph above the y axis indicates the raw frequency of all the occurrences under enquiry, while 

the x axis refers to the two registers of written and monological spoken BE. Still relying on data 

provided in table 1, the graph includes 4 columns per each register: IE, TF, No-reference and Not-

IE/unclear. The black column TF includes both instances of overt and covert factualization.  

 We can first observe that the black column, referring to TF, occupies a considerable portion of 

the dataset both in written BE (50) and especially in spoken BE (87). These numbers are most 

relevant if considered with respect to all the texts where a proposition P, marked by apparently, was 

actually referred to in a subsequent stage of the speech-event. In this sense, we can dispose of a 

specific indicator of the role of epistemic inclination toward factuality in TF phenomena throughout 

an on-going discourse. In other words, based on the present dataset, the question to answer is the 

following: 

When a SP/W refers back to a previously uttered proposition [apparently P] in a text, how often 

does TF formally occur? 

To address this question, we need to exclude from our discussion two of the columns from figure 5 

above: No-reference and Not-IE/unclear. The former cannot tell us much about the relationship 

between epistemic inclination and TF as it corresponds to all the cases where an IE proposition P is 

no more referred to in a text. The latter is equally not significant as it has to do with non-evidential 

usages of apparently and with utterances where the recording was unclear.  

 At this point, we are finally in the position to answer our question, as we can look at the 

number of TF with respect to the sum of (TF+SF) in both registers, as it shown in table 2 below:    

Table 2. 

TF vs. SF in written and spoken BE from the BNC 

From table 2, we can observe that epistemic inclination seems to constitute a powerful trigger of TF 

in both written and spoken monological texts. In fact, we can note TF phenomena occurring in 

SF TF Total

Overt Covert

Written BE 48 28 22 98

Spoken BE 40 40 47 128
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51.02% (50/98) of the times a proposition [apparently P] is referred back in a written text, and 

67.96% (87/128) of the times a proposition [apparently P] is referred back in a spoken text. If we 

consider both written and spoken registers, we can note an average of 60.61% for a proposition 

[apparently P] to undergo TF throughout a text (still on the condition that SP/W refers to P on a 

later stage of the discourse). These results can bring us to two conclusions:    

a. Beyond any expectation of logical consistency, TF is textually compatible with suspended-

 factuality and occurs more than 60% of the times it is referred to after the IE construction 

 [apparently P] throughout a discourse.  

b. TF seems is significantly more likely to occur in spoken registers (87/128) than written 

 registers (50/98) (p < 0.5).  

4.4 The TF of apparently: a qualitative description   

This section focuses on specific examples from the survey in 4.3. I analyse cases of overt and covert 

TF, instances where a proposition [apparently P] textually remains suspended-factual (SF) and also 

contexts where a proposition [apparently P] is not referred to throughout the rest of the text. I 

discuss below a general case of the latter, labeled as No-reference in table 1: 

(20)  They, they have found dangerously high levels of benzene in Glasgow, Edinburgh, and 

 other places, and this benzene apparently it can cause cancer. Now you take your choice, 

 it's either benzene in unleaded petrol or lead in leaded petrol! Also, in today’s, er Scotland 

 on Sunday, gathered, they found it not just Edinburgh, but Britain as whole I think. 

BNC FX5 625 

P:  this benzene apparently it can cause cancer. 

P’: ? 

(20) above is a clear case where a new suspended-factual proposition P marked by apparently is no 

more referred to in a text. To explain, a new proposition P is encoded as a suspended-factual 

statement: this benzene apparently it can cause cancer. However, in the following two sentences 

there is no reference whatsoever regarding the possibility that [this benzine can cause cancer] is a 
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true fact or not. Here I adopted a standard measure of 20 sentences to determine whether a 

proposition P is no more referred to in a text and hence to drop it in the No-reference category in 

Table 1. As I suggested previously, all the No-reference cases are not relevant for this survey, as in 

such cases we have no formal indicators as to whether SP/W is inclined to believe that P is a true 

fact or not.   

 The next example corresponds to the Suspended-factual category in table 1 and relates to 

all cases where an IE proposition P was still referred to as a suspended-factual through a text. 

Simply put, the SF category includes all the cases where TF did not occur: 

   
(21) Peter Ellis, 27, forced them to lie spreadeagled on the ground, and apparently shouted for 

 them to hand over their money and watches. Police sources said that either they were  

 unable to understand him or simply said ‘no’. 

BNC AJM 182 

P:  Peter Ellis, 27, apparently shouted for them to hand over their money and watches. 

P’:  Police sources said that either they were unable to understand him or simply said ‘no’. 

From example (21) above, we can see how a proposition P, marked as an IE with apparently, 

textually maintains a suspended-factual meaning in a following proposition P’. Namely, the IE 

proposition P [Peter Ellis, 27, apparently shouted for them to hand over their money and watches] 

is referred to with a new reportative evidential proposition P’ [Police sources said that either they 

were unable to understand him or simply said ‘no’] still encoding suspended-factuality. In fact, the 

suspended-factuality of P’ is preserved through semantic entailment: P’ ⊃ P, as the (reportedly true) 

fact that they were unable to understand him, entails the (apparently true) fact that Peter Ellis 

shouted at them.      

 We can now finally turn to textual factualization (TF) and see how it occurs with respect to a 

suspended-factual IE proposition [apparently P]. Consider the case of overt TF below: 

(22) […] even bits of excrement, apparently are very interesting to archaeologists  […] All of 

 this […] have always traditionally been interesting to archaeologists. 

BNC HUN 597 
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P:  even bits of excrement, apparently are very interesting to archaeologists. 

P’:  All of this have always traditionally been interesting to archaeologists. 

Q:   even bits of excrement, are very interesting to archaeologists. 

Similar to example (12) in section 4.2, we are here dealing with an IE proposition P [even bits of 

excrement, apparently are very interesting to archaeologists] which is then subsequently referred to 

with a new assertive proposition P’ [All of this have always traditionally been interesting to 

archaeologists] semantically entailing Q [even bits of excrement, are very interesting to 

archaeologists]. This whole process is an instance of overt TF, the phenomenology of which – for 

the reader’s convenience – is expressed again in the formula below (the same given in section 4.2):    

(23) P’ ⊃ Q = (TF)P. 

To clarify once more, (23) states that a new proposition P’ entails Q, which is equivalent to the TF 

version of an originally suspended-factual P .  13

 We can now focus on a specific case of covert TF: 

  

(24) And the disciples had apparently been unable to help the boy. […] Why could they not 

 heal the boy? 

BNC G5H 143 

P:  the disciples had apparently been unable to help the boy 

P’:  Why could they not heal the boy? 

Q:   they could not heal the boy 

Q’:   the disciples had been unable to help the boy 

In this case, an IE proposition P [the disciples had apparently been unable to help the boy] is 

referred back with a new proposition P’ [Why could they not heal the boy?]. The latter is encoded in 

the form of a direct question, functioning as a presupposition trigger of a factual proposition Q [they 

could not heal the boy]. Q semantically entails Q’ [the disciples had been unable to help the boy] 

 As I mentioned in 4.2, when the relationship between P’ and Q is based on conversational implicature the following 13

formula applies: P’ ⇒ Q = (TF)P.
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which is the TF version of the originally suspended-factual proposition P. The phenomenology of 

covert TF is given below (the same formula can be found in section 4.2): 

(25)  P’ >> Q ⊃ Q’ = (TF)P.  

To explain once more, P’ presupposes (>>) Q. The latter entails (⊃) Q’, which is the TF version of 

an originally suspended-factual P .  14

 It is now clear how TF formally occurs with respect to an IE proposition P. At this point, there 

is one last question that needs to be asked: 

Why is TF pragmatically successful? 

I propose that TF pragmatically occurs as a result of intersubjectively expected accommodation (cf. 

Schwenter and Waltereit 2010) on behalf of AD/R. Furthermore, I here intend TF as an online 

speech act bearing a social meaning, based on the E-I awareness of an assumed 3rdP, who could 

potentially justify or support SP/W’s epistemic inclination towards P. This phenomenon is valid 

both in cases of overt TF and covert TF . In fact, TF is clearly neither logically nor semantically 15

predictable from a suspended-factual statement P. It follows that, on a conceptual level, there must 

be a further element intervening in the SP/W’s subsequent proposition P’ (according to which, P is 

then newly conceived as a true fact). Based on the case-studies of semasiological change discussed 

in Tantucci (2015b) – where an I-I construction develops through time a new E-I meaning – I 

speculate here that TF is the pragmatic result of a similar E-I form of social awareness. This 

construing process is based on the assumption that 3rdP would potentially confirm the new 

factuality of P. However, while in cases of semasiological and grammatical change, the semantic 

structure of E-I constructions can be empirically demonstrated and compared with less reanalysed I-

I constructions, on the other hand, in cases of online TF we do not have an empirical methodology 

to deconstruct the interlocutors’ awareness of 3rdP at our disposal. For this reason, my claim about 

the E-I construing of TF is indeed a speculation based on attested phenomena of extended 

intersubjectificatiom.  

 As mentioned in 4.2, when the relationship between Q and Q’ is based on conversational implicature the following 14

formula applies: P’ >> Q ⇒ Q’ = (TF)P.

 Concerning this point, it may be interesting to see if TF is comparatively more frequent in some specific genres (i.e. 15

politics, press and others).
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 To conclude, while I maintain that 3rdP is an inherent semantic element of diachronically 

reanalysed E-I constructions, I also propose here that TF is based on a similar form of social 

construing, implicitly allowing SP/W to turn P into a new factual proposition. 

5.  Conclusion 

  

This paper proposes a new model to address the dynamic relationship between cognitive control and 

epistemic certainty. A SP/W’s epistemic inclination towards the factuality of a proposition P is 

shown to occur formally throughout a text, either in the overt form of the assertive reformulation of 

an originally suspended-factual P, or in the covert form of a presupposition trigger also turning P 

into a new factual. I define this online phenomenon as textual factualization (TF) and I demonstrate 

it to be surprisingly frequent in contexts where an originally suspended-fatual proposition 

[apparently P] is subsequently turned into a factualized proposition both in written and spoken 

texts. I propose that TF instantiates as a form of interference/misinformation effect as it triggers the 

qualitative alteration of an event memory by partially overwriting an original memory trace: from 

[apparently P] to [apparently P]. 
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